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It is the richest, most influential, most powerful university in the world, but at the beginning of

2001, Harvard was in crisis. Students complained that a Harvard education had grown

mediocre. Professors charged that the university cared more about money than about learning.

Harvard may have possessed a $19 billion endowment, but had it lost its soul?The members of

Harvard's governing board knew that they had to act. And so they made a bold pick for

Harvard's twenty-seventh president: former Treasury Secretary and intellectual prodigy

economist Lawrence Summers.Although famously brilliant, Summers was a high-stakes

gamble. In the 1990s he had crafted American policies to stabilize the global economy, quietly

becoming one of the world's most powerful men. But while many admired Summers, his critics

called him elitist, imperialist, and arrogant beyond measure.Today Larry Summers sits atop a

university in a state of upheaval, unsure of what it stands for and where it is going. At stake is

not just the future of Harvard University but also the way in which Harvard students see the

world -- and the manner in which they lead it. Written despite the university's official opposition,

Harvard Rules uncovers what really goes on behind Harvard's storied walls -- the politics, sex,

ambition, infighting, and intrigue that run rampant within the world's most important university.

From BooklistIts very name a cultural weapon, Harvard arms the fortunate few it admits with

such social power that they can "drop the H bomb" on overawed listeners merely by

mentioning where they attend school. How this revered institution and its students acquired

such daunting social power and whether they still deserve it are the questions at the heart of

this incisive critique written from the Left. Bradley agrees that the evolution of Harvard in recent

decades has seriously imperiled intellectual life on campus. He acknowledges pervasive

problems--a weak undergraduate curriculum, a faculty more interested in extending resumes

than in mentoring students, an institutional surrender to external political and economic

imperatives. But he blames one man--the current president, Lawrence Summers--for creating

(or at least ignoring) these problems. Though Summers won his political credentials as a

warrior for liberal Democrats such as Dukakis and Clinton, Bradley characterizes him as the

tool of malign conservative forces alien to the university. Bradley apparently believes that the

vexing problems besetting Harvard would have been resolved if only Summers had fostered

rather than suppressed the high idealism of his distinguished faculty. ' Bryce

ChristensenCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Publishers WeeklyIn an attempt to place Harvard's

current president, Larry Summers, in historical perspective, this intriguing study explores his

policies, leadership style and previous career in reference to other presidents as far back as

Charles W. Eliot (president from 1869-1909). Bradley, author of the bestselling American Son:

A Portrait of John F. Kennedy, writes with tactful reserve about the backroom intrigues and

infighting that have characterized Summer's presidency, always showing both sides of the

issues-and the book is no less gripping for it. These struggles, involving such luminaries as

Cornel West, Skip Gates, Robert Rubin and Alan Dershowitz, are riveting even when handled

with kid gloves. But Bradley addresses much more than simply the contentious start to

Summer's tenure at Harvard. On the one hand, he offers an insightful look at how the role of

the American university president has changed from a moral and intellectual leader

independent of political and corporate power to the administrator of an institution largely



dependent on corporate and government largesse for its continued existence. On the other, he

places Harvard's development and growth in a larger context, exploring its shifting goals,

pedagogy and values in reference to other prestigious American universities such as

Princeton, Stanford and Yale, as well as to American society in general. On a whole host of

issues-including unionization, civil rights, affirmative action and militarism-Bradley uses events

at Harvard to illuminate wider social trends and vice versa. Although Harvard alums will

naturally gravitate toward this timely volume, it will also appeal to anyone concerned with the

evolving relationship between higher education and American society.Copyright © Reed

Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.From The Washington PostThree and one half years ago, on an

unseasonably warm October afternoon, Harvard University swore in its 27th president,

Lawrence Henry Summers, 46 years old, previously secretary of the Treasury in the last

months of Bill Clinton's presidency, an economist by training and temperament, a Jew in the

highest office at Harvard, which not so many years before had restricted its Jewish enrollment

to a measly quota. He had been chosen by the members of the elite, secretive Harvard

Corporation, Richard Bradley writes, after a long search:"Rebuilding undergraduate education,

pumping up the sciences, developing [a new campus across the Charles River at] Allston, and

globalizing the university -- those were the official tasks for Harvard's twenty-seventh president.

Perhaps equally telling were the subjects that the Corporation did not consider priorities -- the

effect of the university's great wealth on its self-image, its mission, and its integrity. The fellows

of the Corporation were not particularly interested in that wealth's potentially adverse and

unintended consequences; most of them were more interested in accruing money than in

critiquing it. Instead of considering a president who might present a moral or philosophical

counterweight to the economic trends of the 1990s, the search committee wanted someone

who could exploit them. That, however, was something they would not say in public."That the

committee got exactly what it was looking for in Larry Summers is by now common knowledge

in the community of higher education and among those on the outside who keep watch on it.

Whether it got what was best for Harvard is another matter altogether, a question that is at the

heart of Bradley's rather peculiar book. But then Bradley himself appears to be a rather

peculiar guy. During the 1990s, when he went by his birth name of Richard Blow, he was

executive editor of George, the political magazine founded by John F. Kennedy Jr. Immediately

after Kennedy's death in 1999, he ordered the magazine's staff not to talk to the press about

him, then rushed into print himself with American Son: A Portrait of John F. Kennedy Jr., a

bestseller that was roundly vilified in the press (the Hartford Courant, notably, called him "a low-

rent opportunist") for honoring its author more than its subject. Having been subjected to much

mockery focused on his last name, Blow changed it to Bradley, his mother's maiden name.All

of which suggests that Bradley, as we shall now call him, is a man with multiple agendas, an

impression that Harvard Rules does absolutely nothing to contradict. Though Bradley goes

through the motions of giving Summers the benefit of the doubt -- "an inspiring teacher," a

"successful" mover and shaker in upper-echelon Washington, a survivor of near-fatal cancer --

the book is in fact a sustained attack on him, if not an outright hatchet job. Summers in his view

is "arrogant, patronizing, disrespectful, and power-hungry," repeatedly guilty of "bad manners,"

a "prodigious and sloppy eater" with "the general problem of eating and talking at the same

time, which sometimes resulted in Summers' spraying saliva on his audience," all in all a man

who had failed to cultivate "the social niceties that most people in high-profile jobs possess --

gracious manners, a gift for small talk, a knack for putting people at ease."Nasty stuff, all of

that, and it all may well be true; there's plenty of evidence that Summers has refined



churlishness and bullying to fine arts, as witness the broad opposition to him within Harvard,

much of it on grounds of his style and manner. But whether this is really of much interest

beyond the extended Harvard community certainly is questionable. Yes, it probably is true that

"in terms of status, reputation, breadth, money, power, and influence, no other university can

equal Harvard -- not in the United States, not in the world," and thus that what happens there is

of interest and sometimes of importance elsewhere. But the food fights that Bradley devotes

much of his space to chronicling have all the evanescence of yesterday's gossip columns (the

book was finished before the current food fight over women in science), and though he

announces what should be his book's central theme -- the money-hunger of contemporary

American higher education -- he soon sets it aside to focus on what clearly interest him most,

the multitudinous sins of Larry Summers.He is, as is frequently said, a bull in a china shop. His

predecessor, Neil Rudenstine, was an effective fund-raiser, but his "deferential style -- his wet-

noodle handshake, the ease of his bended knee -- didn't suit many at Harvard." The

Corporation wanted someone "to take charge; to fix what was embarrassingly wrong and make

sure that the gap between the public perception of the university and the reality of Harvard

didn't grow so broad that it became a chasm; to revive the image of the Harvard president as a

national leader, a figure who spoke out not just to ask for money, nor even to voice his thoughts

on higher education, but also to deliver his opinions on issues of import to the nation and the

world generally."That the Corporation chose Summers to carry out these tasks perhaps says

more about the Corporation than it does about Summers, whose utter lack of tact, finesse and

subtlety surely cannot have gone unnoticed during his job interviews. If a bull in a china shop

was what the Corporation wanted, that is what it got. Not long after taking office, Summers

went after Harvard's Department of Afro-American Studies, the little empire that had been

hastily assembled by its chairman, Henry Louis Gates Jr. -- at great expense to the university

and with Rudenstine's zealous support -- and that had gotten mixed reviews on the outside,

largely because of Gates's endless self-promotion and the involvement of his colleague Cornel

West in undertakings of dubious scholarly value.Precisely why Summers went after Gates and

company is unclear to this day, but there can't be much doubt that he regarded West as a

troublemaker and wanted him off campus, which he got when West decamped to Princeton. At

the time, I was among those who thought that Summers had done the right thing in insisting

that West meet his professorial obligations, but Bradley's account -- told entirely from West's

point of view, since Summers declined to cooperate with Bradley -- at least calls this into

question by suggesting that West was scarcely the derelict scholar Summers thought him to

be.Whatever the truth of the case, there can be no doubt that Summers did himself (and, by

extension, Harvard) no good by handling it so clumsily and boorishly. The same was true of his

treatment of Zayed Yasin, whose Senior English Address at Commencement 2002 was entitled

"My American Jihad." It was "about the tensions between being Muslim and being American,

and how in fact they weren't really tensions at all," and it resolutely stood behind "the American

Dream," but Summers seized on (and wholly misinterpreted) its title as an opportunity to curry

favor with certain segments of Harvard's heterogeneous constituency. Bradley says that

Summers was privately and publicly critical of the young man in gratuitously insulting terms,

and once again did neither himself nor Harvard any good.Bradley argues that Summers "was

obviously versed in the ways of Washington," that "he carried the culture of his former city with

him," that he put spin, image and public relations ahead of solid accomplishment, that he

"wanted an inner circle that was loyal, first and foremost, to him." This unfortunately appears to

be the case, though Harvard scarcely is the only institution of higher learning where this has

become a problem. As universities become ever more obsessed with money, it follows that they



will adopt the ways and means of this city where the pursuit of it (and power, too) is the

overriding obsession. They also become ever more influenced by the corporations that, in

today's academic equation, provide so much of their funding:"By the 1960s, in terms of the

breadth and caliber of the research they produced, American universities were without

question the world's finest, one of the great success stories of 20th-century America. But that

evolution had its downside. To manage such rapid growth, universities began to enlarge their

administrations, hiring lawyers and accountants, personnel managers and health care

administrators, retirement benefits experts and real estate managers, and public relations

gurus and fundraisers galore. They tended to come from corporations and consulting firms,

and their style of doing things reflected a corporate culture rather than an academic one. . . . At

Harvard, power began to flow away from the people who supposedly represented the purpose

of the institution, toward the people who knew how to make it work -- and, above all, to the

people who controlled its money."True enough, and well stated, but having raised this essential

point early on, Bradley only gives it bits and pieces of attention in the many pages that follow.

Readers interested in the subject must turn to Universities in the Marketplace: The

Commercialization of Higher Education (2003), by Derek Bok, president of Harvard (1971-91)

when it was still Harvard.Copyright 2005, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved.--This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorThe former executive editor of

George magazine, Richard Bradley is the author of the number one New York Times bestseller

American Son: A Portrait of John F. Kennedy, Jr. His writing has appeared in the New York

Times, Vanity Fair, Rolling Stone, and the New Republic. A graduate of Yale College who

received his A.M. in American history from Harvard, Bradley lives in New York City.--This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Making Harvard Modern: The Rise of America's University

B.D. Saur, “Fascinating. Highly recommend. Brilliantly researched, detailed, beautifully written—

and with the energy and intrigue of any fast-paced novel.You don't have to be privy to the ins

and outs of Harvard—or be American—to enjoy. And if you did know anything about Harvard or

attended that college, "Harvard Rules" puts everything in context which is always incredibly

important.As the NY Times' review at the time put it, the writer states that "Dr. Summers failed

to understand the nuances of Harvard culture and that he became a runaway bull in an

academic china shop, careering from one fiasco to another while uttering off-the-cuff

comments that enraged students and faculty alike." Bradley pulled together many, many

examples to support this claim.Excellent. I highly recommend. I devoured it in 2 days straight.”

ARTHUR M., “Five Stars. Awesome!”

R, “Well researched. So much I never knew. Lots of background. Not very flattering for

Summers.  Frankly not leadership material.  What more can I say?”

Newton Ooi, “How could Harvard make such a mistake?. I read this book cover to cover in just

over 3 days, which is very quick for me. I'm not sure what about the book hooked me. It might

have been the tragicomic retelling of events at Harvard during the reign of Lawrence Summers,

especially his encounters with students and faculty. Or it might have been the way the author

sought to explain Summers' behavior as stemming from the lessons he learned serving in

various government agencies. Or maybe it was the thoughtful profiles the author put forth of

the various individuals who encountered Summers along the latter's career. Probably the

biggest reason for me liking this book was how his profile of Lawrence Summers exemplifies all

the traits, good and bad, of many that succeed in the 21st century. Emphasizing image as a

way to divert peers away from substance, going thru the motions to appease stakeholders

while reserving final decisions to one self, casting away the past to focus on the future, these

and other traits characterize Lawrence Summers and others who reach the pinnacle of society.

And this is probably the best reason to read this book; it shows what type of society America

has become, who and what we've cast away and what he have gotten in return. All told, a

great book and probably the best biography I have read in years.”



Seth J. Frantzman, “An interesting account. This is one of the first examinations of the

Summers presidency at Harvard. The book examines the results of Laurence Summers,

former treasury secretary and brilliant economist, when he served as president of Harvard.

Summers was known for daring to oppose that anti-Israel lobby at Harvard and divestment. He

was known for his many verbal battles with such icons as Cornell West. He was also known for

critiquing many of the political courses at Harvard that did not seek to educate but to

indoctrinate. He was also criticized for accepting money for a sheikh connected to Islamism

and allowing Harvard's name to be purchased by the United Arab Emirates, an apartheid

state.But for all his controversy he may have been the greatest president of Harvard in the last

thirty years. This book is partially a critique and partially a discussion of the ins and outs of the

controversies surrounding him. He was critiqued so much because he tried to rock the boat at

Harvard and he dared to question whether it was still providing the best education. Although

this book might be a little heavy handed in claiming that Harvard students are groomed to run

the world, it is an interesting examination of the role of Summers at the prestigious

University.Seth J. Frantzman”

The book by Richard Bradley has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 17 people have provided feedback.
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